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         Shutters

         Stylish and Elegant

         There is nothing like a stylish shutter when it comes to giving your home a touch of real luxury and elegance – as well as providing
           a beautiful and secure dressing for your windows. You can choose to let in light or have them closed for total privacy.
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               Gilroy Interiors can provide shutters that will suit any interior from vintage chic to modern minimalism. From real wood to faux wood and
                 vinyl, we offer a huge range of colours and finishes. Whatever shutter you choose, they are guaranteed to revolutionise a room – from all
                 aspects.

               Why not opt for the integral black blind system that offers a great light seal.

               Our window shutters are from the respected S:CRAFT brand, ensuring that every shutter that we
                 supply and fit is top quality and affordable. The shutters combine superlative design with timeless character and are available in choice of
                 three different slat sizes. A S:CRAFT INTERIOR SHUTTER really does exude style.

               S:CRAFT INTERIOR SHUTTERS ARE AVAILABLE IN:

               	Painted and stained finishes
	Variety of styles and shapes
	Choice of 48mm, 64mm or 89mm slats
	Custom made to fit windows
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           Contact Us to Discuss Shutters for your Home

         

       

     
     
       
         
           
             My experience with Gilroy Interiors was extremely  pleasant.”
 Reverend Doctor Pomfret,
               Hitchin
           

         

       

     
     
       
         
           
             What style, design, texture  or colour works best
                 for your home or business?

             We can help.

             Let us explain the GILROY INTERIORS WAY...

             Stunning show rooms

             Free home consultations

             Perhaps you know exactly what you want – in which case we can lead you  straight to our
               top quality product ranges. If not, we are very happy to guide  you through our vast collection of brands,
               designs and fabrics. Come into our  showroom or we’ll bring a stack of samples out to you at home. You can try
                them in the spot that you’re looking to dress, making sure that they work 
               with other textures in the same room.

             Either way, you’re guaranteed a professional and friendly service. Chances  are we’ll be
               able to answer your questions off the top of our head – but if not,  we’ll always do our best to find out what
               you’d like to know. 

           

         

       

     
   
   
     
       
         Get in touch

         If you'd like to learn more about us and the services we provide, please get in touch with our friendly team today on freephone
           0800 825 0034 or fill out the form below and we will get in touch:
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           Five Star Fabrics Ltd T/A Gilroy Interiors

           HITCHIN: 43 Hermitage Road, Hitchin, Hertfordshire, SG5 1BY

           01462 455959

           hitchin@gilroyinteriors.com

           Tues-Fri: 9.30am-5.30pm and Saturday 10am - 4pm

         

         
           Five Star Fabrics Ltd T/A Gilroy Interiors

           GERRARDS CROSS: 11-13 Packhorse Road, Gerrards Cross, Buckinghamshire, SL9 7QA

           01753 899007

           design@gilroyinteriors.com

           Mon-Fri: 9.30am-5.30pm and Saturday 10am - 4pm
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